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ABSTRACT 
We give a sufficient condition for two Lipschitz similar orthogonal maps to be 
linearly similar. 
1. DERHAM’S CONJECTURE 
Two orthogonal maps A, B : W” + D n R are topologically similar if and only 
if there exists a homeomorphism (p : R” --* W” (p is bijective and (p, (0-l are 
continuous) such that PA = Bq. Such a (c is called a conjugating homeomor- 
phism of A and B. If v is linear, then A and B are said to be linearly similar. 
If (o, (p-’ are Lipschitz, then A and B are said to be Lipschitz similar, and we 
define the Lipschitz constant of (p by 
Lip(p) = sup II44 - 4411 ; 
X;+Y II x - Y II 
similarly for cp - ‘. 
In [5], DeRham proposed the conjecture that for orthogonal maps topologi- 
cal similarity implies linear similarity. Observe that if the conjugating homeo- 
morphism is differentiable, then by differentiation it follows that the maps in 
question are linearly similar. DeRham [6] showed that topologically similar 
orthogonal matrices have the same eigenvalues, counted with multiplicity, 
which are not roots of 1. Furthermore, DeRham proved his conjecture under 
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the assumption: There exists a conjugating homeomorphism (o such that 
+$S”-‘) = S”-i and cp, (p-l are infinitely differentiable in an open set contain- 
ing S-l, where Y-l = { ZE W” 1 11 XII = 1) (11 11 the usual Euclidean norm 
of FV). 
Kuiper and Robbin [9] studied the general problem of topological similarity 
between linear maps. They reduced the general topological classification to 
DeRham’s conjecture. 
R. Schultz [14] and D. Sullivan proved DeRham’s conjecture under the 
assumption: The eigenvalues of the orthogonal maps in question which are 
roots of 1 are pth or 2 pth roots of 1 where p is a power of an odd prime. W. 
Hsiang and W. Pardon [8] and I. Madsen and M. Rothenberg [lo] extended 
the above result to p odd. 
S. Cappell and J. Shaneson [l] gave counterexamples to DeRham’s conjec- 
ture and showed that in certain cases [2] the conjugating homeomorphisms 
and their inverses are infinitely differentiable in W” - {0} . S. Weinberger [13] 
showed that the conjugating homeomorphisms and their inverses in the 
Cappell and Shaneson’s examples of [2] are Lipschitz. Cappell and Shaneson 
[3] proved DeRham’s conjecture when n < 5 (for n = 2, this result was known 
to Poincark [ll]), and Cappell, Shaneson, Steinberger, and West [4] have 
produced counterexamples for n = 6. 
We show that given A, B, cp, cp- ’ as above, there is an E depending on n 
and the eigenvalues of A (or B) which are roots of 1 such that if 
1 ,< Lip(v) Lip(p-‘) < 1 + E, 
then, A, B are linearly similar. 
All results quoted in the proofs are elementary. However, in proving them, 
Brouwer’s invariance of dimension theorem is needed; see for instance [7, p. 
351. 
2. SOME ESTIMATES 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (a: E;i D n + W” be a map such that ~(0) = 0 and for a 
constant E E [0, l] 
II x - YII +(q - P( Y)lI G (1 + &)I1 x - YII? x> YEW”. (2.2) 
Then, for x, y E R”, X E W we have: 
(a) Ill~(x + Y) - v(x) - v(Y)II~ G Wll xl12 + II YII’L 
(b) Ilco(Xx) - kWl12 G 15~11 ~112(1 XI + I X13). 
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Proof. Using the bilinearity of ( , ), the usual scalar product of W”, we 
obtain 
-II++) - 4Y)l12’ (2.3) 
II+xx) + 4412 = w-~)l12 + %+)ll” -II’p(-x) - ++1121 
(24 
II+4 - Wx)l12 =11+~)112 + ~2114412 
+ x [ II+) - Q+l12 
-11~(~~)112-11+112]~ (2.5) 
Applying (2.2) to (2.3) an d using the parallelogram identity gives (a). A similar 
argument involving (2.4), (2.5) gives for X 2 0 
II’p( -x) + v( ~)I[’ ,< =&II XII23 (2.6) 
I~+o(~x) - h~(x)ll~<3~lI~li~(~+ p). (2.7) 
For X 2 0 (2.7) gives (b). For X < 0 use (2.6), (2.7) together with the 
inequality 
Ibw - W4l +w + 4-X”)II +II+4 - v+(“)II 
to obtain (b). n 
Now, let (p be as before, and define a linear map T : W” + R” by declaring 
that Tej = (o( ej), j = 1, . . . , n, where {e,, . . . , e,} is an orthonormal basis of 
W”. 
LEMMA 2.8. II ‘p(r) - TX II ( 4nv’-Q 11 xl1 1’2 + )I r )I + 11 xl1 3’2)> x E R”. 
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Proof. Write x = Cy=,( x, ej)ej. Applying Lemma 2.1(a), we obtain 
44 = jg 4 X, ej)ej) + &(x), 
where E,(x) is a function satisfying 11 E,( x) 11’ < 6 E CT=,( x, ej)2 = 6~ 11 r 11 2. 
Next, write Ej( x) = cp(( x, ej)ej) - (x, ej)cp(ej); then )I Ej( x) )I ’ < 15&( I (x, ej) I 
+ l(x~ej)13) by L emma 2.1(b). Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it 
follows that 11 Ej( x) II 2 < 15e( II r 11 + II r 11 3). As 
V(X) - TX = Eo( x) + $IIV((x, ej)ej) - lx, ej)p(ej), 
it follows that 
The inequality follows. n 
LEMMA 2.9. Let cp, E, T be as before. lf E < l/(144 n2), then T is invert- 
ibleand [ITI < 1 + 13n&, IjT-‘II < l/(1 - 12n6). 
Proof. By contradiction assume T not invertible. In this case there is an 
x E S”--’ such that TX = 0. As a result 1 < 11 q( x)11 = II (p( x) - TX )I < 
12n&< 1, a contradiction; hence T is invertible. The inequality involving 
11 T 11 follows from the inequality 
We have 
IIT~II ++)I[ +@‘x - +)I[> XER~. 
IIT-‘XII 
IIT-‘II = z+; --j-q- = 
II T- ‘TX II II x II sup 
x+o IITxIl = ,,:;!I IlTxII 
’ ,I:;;% IIIcp(x)II -[j:(x) - Txlll = 
1 
G 
1 - 12nG . 
n 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A, B : R” -+ m ” R be linear operators such that cp A = 
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B$o, (p:lB”-+R3” a homeomorphism satisfying (2.2) with E < 6’/(216n)‘, be 
[0, 11, and assume that )I AlI = 1. Set C = TAT-‘, T constructed as before. 
Then 
Proof. If p(O) #O, let $:R”+ mn R be given by &(r) = (D(X) - q(O). 
Then + is a homeomorphism, 4(O) = 0, # satisfies (2.2), and rl/Ax = (o( Ax) - 
q(O) = Bp( x) - BP(O) = B$( x). Th us, we can assume without loss of general- 
ity that ~(0) = 0. 
Let XE 9-l; then 
IIBx - CxII =(((PA(P-‘( CC) - TAT-‘~(1 
< llcpA~-~TT-b - (oA&DT-~xII + IIpAAT-‘r - TAT-lx11 
< (1 + &)I) AIJ Ilp-‘TT-‘x - &~T-‘xJI 
+ 4n&( 11 AT-‘XII “’ -t II AT-‘XII + 11 AT-‘xl13’2) 
< (1 + &)/ITT-ix - cpT-‘xl1 
+ 4n&( IIT-‘11”’ + IIT-‘II + IIT-‘j13”) 
< (2 + ~)4nv%(llT-‘1)“~ + IIT-‘II + IIT-‘l)3’2) 
< (2 + E)4&[(1 - 12n&)-1’2 
+(1 - 12nq1 + (1 - 12n&)-3’2] 
Q (2 + e)l2n&(l - 12n&)-3’2. 
As 12n&< f, we have (1 - 12n&)-3/2 < 6 and so 
3. E-CLOSE LIPSCHITZ SIMILARITY OF ORTHOGONAL MAPS 
A linear operator A : W” -+ R” is periodic of period p E Z+, the positive 
integers, if and only if AP = 1, the identity operator, and A4 # I for q E I, 
n (0, p), Note that A will necessarily be orthogonal, and in particular 11 A 11 = 
1. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let B,C:Q 0 n + R” be two periodic linear maps of period 
~EH+ with 
(]B - C]] < 2sin(*/p) 
Then B and C are linearly similar. 
Proof. Denote by the same letters the complexifications of B, C. [The 
complexification of a map II/ : W” + R” is the map 0 : @%” + G” = R;l” + iR” 
given by 19( r + iy) = $(x) + iti( y); B is mear if II/ is.] The inequality above is 1’ 
still true for the complex&cations, and they are periodic of period p. In what 
follows we will denote the usual Euclidean norm of G” by I] ]I as well. 
It is enough to prove that if X is a pth root of 1, then 
dim ker( B - A) = dim ker( C - X) . (3.2) 
If ker( B - A) = ker(C - X) = 0, th ere is nothing to prove. If ker( B - A) # 0, 
let P : G” -+ @” be the orthogonal projection onto ker(C - X). Let Q : ker( B 
- A) -+ ker(C - X) be obtained by restricting the domain and codomain of P. 
We will now prove that Q is injective. Let V = ke( B - X) 1 be the orthogonal 
complement of ker( B - X) and observe that as (B - A) I ;’ is diagonalizable, 
its norm equals its biggest eigenvalue in absolute value. Thus, 
II( B - Al v)-l/ < max[ I ei(2Tm’p) - 1 I -‘(m = 1,2,. . . , p - 1) 
= ] ei@*lp) - 11 = $sin(*/p). 
Now, let r E ker Q; then x E ker( B - A) fl ker I’ and 
II x II = I( ( 1 - q x II 
+B- h-lIIII(B- X)(1- P)d =ll(B- %-llIIl(B - +ll 
=ll(B - &-‘IIII(B - +I1 G(I(B - Xl.)-‘I(lIB - Cll l\xlI. 
As ll(B - XI v)-lll 1) B - Cl1 < 1, it follows that x = 0. Thus 0 < dim( B - A) 
< dim(C - A). Exchanging the roles of B and C, (3.2) follows. n 
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OBSERVATION 3.3. The above lemma follows from the material on pp. 
268, 378 of [12] “translated” to the situation @an orthogonal linear map. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A and B be two linear periodic maps of period p E E,. 
Assume that cpA = Bqq where 9 : Wn -B R” is a homeomorphism and 9,9-r are 
Lipschitz. If 
1 < Lip(9) Lip(9-r) < 1 + 
4 
(Z16np)2 ’ 
then A and B are linearly similar. 
Proof. If p = 1, then A = B 
p> 1. 
By scaling we can assume 
= I. Thus, without loss of generality assume 
Lip(9-‘) = 1, Lip(9) = 1 + E, and E = 
4/(216np)‘. (More precisely, observe that A = [Lip(9-1)9]-1B[Lip(9-1)9].) 
Also set 6 = 2/p. 
NOW use Theorem 2.10, Lemma 3.1, and the inequality 
2e/7F c sin 8, e .5 (0, ,/2). n 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A and B be as in Theorem 3.4, but assume A and B 
orthogonal instead of periodic. Then there is an E E [0, l] depending on n and 
the eigenvalues of A (or B) which are roots of 1 such that, if 
1 < Lip( 9) Lip(9-‘) < I + E, 
then A, B are linearly similar. 
Proof. Use Theorem 3.4 below and the material on pp. 27, 28 of [6]. n 
4. REMARKS 
Define the following relation for linear maps A, B : R” + ll$“. A and B are 
e-close Lipschitz similar, in symbols A -E B, E E [0, o>] = [0, Q)) U {CD}, if and 
only if 9A = B9 where 9 : W” * W” is a homeomorphism, 9,9- ’ are Lip- 
24 
schitz, and 
1 < Lip(p) Lip( (p-r) < 1 + E. 
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Note that for orthogonal maps, linear similarity is -0 and Lipschitz similarity 
is -_. This is not an equivalence relation: for instance take A = I, B = (1 + 
&)I, c= (1 + &)2Z, Z:R m n + R” the identity map. Then A -E B, Z3 -E C, but 
it is not true that A -E C unless E = 0,oo (however, A -sE B as long as 
E E [0, 11). Trivially -E is idempotent and symmetric. 
In [9] topological similarity is discussed for not necessarily orthogonal 
linear maps A, B : R m n + RI”. We observe that all the results of [9] are valid for 
Lipschitz similarity. More precisely, the important point is that the conjugat- 
ing homeomorphism of Lemma 5.4 on p. 92 of [9] can be shown to be 
Lipschitz by using the inequality below: 
llf@) -f(Y)11 G (~~~llf(~)ll)ll~-Yll~ 
where f is a vector valued continuously differentiable function defined on an 
open set containing the compact convex subset K c Ei” (see any analysis 
book). 
Lemma 5.4 on p. 92 of [9] is not valid for -E . To see that, consider the 
same example above. Corollary 3.5 can be extended to the case where the 
eigenvalues of A, B are contained in S’ = {x E @ 1 11 x )I = l} by using Propo- 
sition 3.7 on p. 90 of [9] and Proposition 8.1 on p. 102 of [9] reformulated with 
the hypothesis 
(H4) The periodic parts of f, g ([9] notation) are linearly similar. 
We wotdd like to thank W. Mio and J. West for helpful discussions. 
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